
Capital letters: last but not least
There is not much more to say about capitals than is said below. People in some professions write entirely in
stylised capital letters. For architects and some designers it is a sort of trademark. For those with trained hands
this might work, but for others the constant repositioning will always be a problem. Some therapists seem to
think it might be better for their patients, for some reason. Maybe it is what they consider easy for infants, but
even then repositioning the pencil is difficult. Modern capitals are not meant to join. You can see what it does
when writers, using entry strokes, try this. Capital letters are fair game for those who want to elaborate their
script, as long as it does not go too far, but they should be discouraged from using them in the middle of words
however attractive they may think it is. Most likely it is a passing phase and the writer will soon tire of it.

By the time that you have read this part of the book you will understand why there are not pages of extensive
photocopiable exercises. The secret of dealing with older children and their problems is in the diagnosis, the
explanation. Short relevant letter sequences are usually enough to help the writer to understand what is
needed. They should provide quick results without boring or discouraging anyone. The corrected letters may not
transfer at once into general writing because it might slow writers down too much to be thinking of specific
letters all the time instead of the content of their work. However, if you have succeeded in persuading them that
it is all to their advantage to alter, and perhaps got them interested in something that has always seemed a
tiresome chore, then in the end they will change.
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Capital letters: last but not least

Use capital letters for emphasis and accuracy. Keep them distinctive.

G SE Briem’s alphabet shows the open proportions of classic capital letters.

Capitals fall apart at speed. They start to join and soon deteriorate. Some initial capitals make legible, economical joins to the next letter – but not all.

Avoid capitals in the middle of words.

Do not join ‘T’ or ‘I’ from the base.

Joins pull sloppy capitals out of shape.

Separate capitals look better here.

Some join – some do not in a fast hand.

Joins like these can save time, but do not let them
get out of hand.

You can join ‘T’ to ‘h’ but not to short letters.




